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Evolving
Naming Right Needs

H

ow do you encapsulate Edmonton’s
core—its past, present and future—in
one or two words?
In naming this magazine, the moniker had to
advocate for those living here, while speaking
to Edmontonians from every corner of our exploding city that rely on the city centre for work or
leisure. It had to portray the positive changes and
the new faces of downtown, without abandoning
the inner city’s seniors, families, working poor and
homeless. It had to look ahead, but it couldn’t ignore the past.
That’s how we landed on “The Yards.” It harkens
back to the old Canadian National rail yards along
104 Avenue, while symbolizing what downtown is
to us: a place that you invite people into, but also
must protect and maintain.
We often put on our best features in front of our
homes, so we dedicated the “Frontyards” section in
this issue and future editions to the community’s
arts and culture, recreation, businesses and dining
scene, plus real estate for all you MLS junkies. And
our list of incredibly cheap eats (p. 8) might help
you save up that downpayment.
“Backyards” is where you’ll learn about urban
planning, social and development issues to help
downtown blossom. After all, backyards are traditionally where we sow and tend our gardens.
Our feature also explores the core’s rapid changes
to ensure that the mistakes of the last boom, in the
1970s, aren’t repeated. The 2014 census suggested almost half the Downtown and Oliver residents
weren’t around then, so it’s important to learn about
downtown’s complicated history (p. 12).
Before you dive in, note that when we talk
about “downtown,” we don’t mean Downtown
proper—the 20 blocks delineated on zoning
maps. As the condo boom, arena district, new
offices and high-rises push further in every direction, we believe it does us good to consider
the sum of the parts and not get hung up on invisible lines. For example, a typical day for me
involves commuting from Queen Mary Park to
104th St., picking up groceries in Oliver Square
and then getting a pint with friends on 124th
(that’s my route; check out Breanne Kraus’s on
p. 7). To us, downtown is all of the intrinsically
connected central neighbourhoods.
It’s critical that we treat it as just that—a
neighbourhood. And within days of announcing
The Yards in August I was reminded of why I
love this neighbourhood. An outpouring of residents, business-owners and Edmonto- nians
everywhere eagerly asked us how they can pitch
in. It’s easy: Keep reading The Yards and let us
know what you think is important to downtown.
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A

newsmagazine for Central Edmonton is
long overdue. I’ve seen our neighbourhood
transform since becoming president of the
Downtown Edmonton Community League (DECL)
in 2007. Having celebrated our 10th anniversary as
a league last year, The Yards is part of DECL’s evolution in that it underscores the growing desire to live
downtown. A more vibrant downtown.
This new partnership with our sister league to
the west, Oliver, is a chance for us to express and
explore issues in our communities. A newsmagazine gives us the opportunity to showcase why living centrally is not only possible but favourable—
and not just for students and young people, but for
all walks of life. It also focuses on why the successes
of Downtown and Oliver are vital to the prosperity
of our city as a whole.
It has and continues to be one of the fastest
grow- ing neighbourhoods in the city. Living downtown in the late 1990s as an “urban pioneer,” I was
proud of my early and continued contribution to
the revitalization efforts on my street of old warehouses. As our community grows, so too do the efforts of DECL.

Last year the opening of our first community
room, an inviting and previously under-utilized
retail space in a parkade, was a major milestone.
We adapted the traditional idea of a community
hall for our urban reality, created a hub and helped
animate the street.
In the years to come, we hope to celebrate the
building of a new community park for the Warehouse Campus Area, a project DECL has been
advocating for five years. Alex Decoteau Park is
named after Canada’s first aboriginal police officer, Olympic athlete and First World War soldier.
He walked the “beat” in the very area the park will
soon exist, on the northwest corner of 105 St. and
102 Ave. Located directly north of a future LRT
stop, it will be home to many amenities serving
residents’ needs with plenty of grass and seating,
a community garden, water feature and fenced
dog area.
So much of what is now being built are projects
and issues we’ve had the privilege (and often frustration) of working hard to realize. Whether we’re
talking about the Edmonton Arena District or The
Yards, there is a lot of ex- citing changes coming.
That’s why I continue volunteering with DECL.
The Yards staff and editorial board are just as
committed to Edmonton’s core as we are. This is
our way to connect with residents, busi- nesses,
civic leaders and regular Edmontonians about the
special place we call “home.”
— Chris Buyze, Board President

OL I V E R COMMU N I T Y L E AGU E

Thinking Ahead

O

n behalf of the Oliver Community League
we’d like to congratulate everyone who
worked on The Yards’s first issue.
We’re excited about telling our neighbour- hood’s
stories and discussing it with the broad- er community. And we’re also thrilled about working with the
Downtown Edmonton Com- munity League. This
collaboration will only strengthen the bonds between Central Ed- monton neighbourhoods.
The Oliver Community League is a group of
forward-thinking, hard-working people who are
passionate about community-building. We serve
Oliver residents in a variety of ways, whether that
be renting or lending our hall to the public, hosting
community get-togethers, operating a community
garden or sponsoring Oliver events and initiatives.
One such example is the Abundant Communi- ties Initiative. Danny Hoyt, our coordinator, has been working with an ever-expanding
crew of Block Connectors who, like him, just
want to meet neighbours. And they do—by
knocking on doors and asking simple questions like, “What do you like about living in
Oliver?” It’s our hope that this sim- ple act will
allow more household connection and keep
the momentum of neighbourliness going.

People are naturally happier when thier neighbours wave or at least make eye contact and smile
in passing. And everyone is familiar with the warm
feeling of helping someone on a cold day. But in
our urban surroundings and under the pressure
of our financial commitments and longer work
days we’ve stopped making time for simple interactions. Research is piling up on the negative
effects of that isolation. So when a Connector arrives at your door try to make time for them and
for yourself. Better yet become a Connector by
contacting Danny at danny_aci@outlook.com, or
visit the Facebook page Abundant Community
Kitchener Park to learn more about it.
That’s the fun stuff. But the league also provides
oversight on proposed developments, works with
the City of Edmonton in neighbourhood planning
exercises and crime prevention, and advocates on
behalf of residents.
Running a league is a lot of work so we’re always looking for great people to get involved.
We have a range of opportunities for helping
out, from volunteering at an event for a couple
hours to a full on dive into community-building and other nitty gritty. Just get in touch at
info@olivercommunity.com.

in. from. for.
our community.
Find us on Facebook
Follow us on Twitter:
@thrivecc_yeg
www.thrivecc.ca
EDMONTON’S CENTRAL MAGAZINE WINTER 2014
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FRONT YARDS

True
Detectives

FRONT YARDS

THE

THE
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O PTIO N

E m p t y ne s ter s in v e s ti g a te
a m o v e t o d o wnt o wn

Top of the Valley
12141 Jasper Ave.
Top of the Valley’s 15th storey condo tempted the couple with a spectacular river
valley view, a sauna and jacuzzi, nearby galleries and
restaurants. But Oli- ver’s
urbane character and surrounding shops were a red
herring. They’d still be 22
blocks from their offic- es,
and Williams especial- ly
was determined to walk
to work. Plus the balcony
was too narrow, thereby
limiting MacDonald’s busy
green thumbs.
Square footage: 1,127
Floor: 15
Bedrooms: 2
Bath: 1.5
Listed price: $288,000

W

hile the
omar @ theyardsyeg.ca
amateur
sleuth
in Janice MacDonald’s mystery series cracks cases from the downtown Birks lofts, the author crafted
the bestsellers from a quarter-lot
house in Aspen Gardens. But after
she and husband Randy Williams,
an Alberta policy manager, became
empty nesters last year they started
doing their own detective work on
down-sizing. “We were dreaming of
being able to go on trips and paying
off our bills,” says MacDonald, “but
in the meantime we were putting a
new roof on the house and looking
at the damn fence.”
Friends and realtors Len Switzer and Rianne Edwards of Spruce

OMA R MOUALL E M
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Stephen Tracey

Grove Real Estate recommended
a transition house, but, says MacDonald, “the bandaid needed to be
ripped off.” After viewing about 15
homes—and Williams put his bureaucratic background to work on
the contenders’ estoppels—they
narrowed it down to two similarly
priced and sized condos. They followed the clues to their new home
and, surprisingly, paid a little more
for a little less living space. Predictably, packing five bedrooms,
three sheds and 29 bookcases into
a condo was formidable (pro-tip:
Affordable Storage on 104 St.). But
since moving in February, says Williams, “We’ve now travelled more
this year than any year together.”
Another case closed.

Upsides: Extra space,
nearby river valley
stairs, concrete
walls, underground
parking, panoramic
view
Downsides: Lowinsulation windows,
amenities that could
become costly (pool,
sauna, elevator)

McKay Manor
10403 98 Ave.
The uphill walk to work from
McKay Manor wouldn’t be
an easy one, but at least it
was only five minutes. The
in-suite washer and dryer,
second shower and exercise
room also hit a sweet spot. The
area (though not the woodframe walls) was quieter, too,
and home to a diverse mix of
ages and families—more of
what the middle-aged couple
wanted. And what the firstfloor suite lacked in a view
it made up with nearly five
metres of deck-space, enough
to satisfy MacDonald’s green
thumbs all summer long.
Square footage: 1,050
Floor: 1
Bedrooms: 2
Bathrooms: 2
Listed price: $296,000
Upsides: Heated
parkade with car
wash, galley kitchen,
massive deck, in-suite
laundry, exercise room
Downsides: Visitor
parking view, uphill
walk, noisy woodframe walls

AVERA G E s elli n g p r ice o f HO M ES i n Oct O BE r 2 0 1 4

Oliver: $278,299

• Difference from listing
price: -$10,443
• Days on market: 46
(-17 from Oct. ‘13)

Downtown: $347,437

• Difference from listing
price: -$7,416
• Days on market: 45
(-8 from Oct. ‘13)

Provided by REALTORS® Associ ation of Edmonton

THE ROUTE

Walk the Walk
O l i v er h o m e h e l p s h e a lt h
a d v o c a te Bre a nne K r a u s
p r a c ti s e w h a t s h e p re a c h e s

W

hen Breanne Kraus landed a job in her hometown after years living in Calgary, her first
impulse was to find a home on the south side.
“I thought downtown Edmonton wasn’t safe,
and dirtier than downtown Calgary, but I tried it because it
was more convenient for work,” says the events development
officer with Alberta Cancer Foundation. “Now it’s going to
be hard to get me out.” The 24-block trek isn’t just more
convenient for work, it lets the health advocate—organizer
of Bust-a-Move, an annual six-hour workout that raised $1.2
million last year—make living a healthy lifestyle part of her
daily routine.

P l a net
Or g a ni c

1 2 1 2 0 J as p e r A v e .

1 1 8 0 5 J as p e r A v e .

1 0 2 0 5 1 0 1 S t.

The couple meets for fitness
training after work. “We go
four times a week, decide
which body part to focus on
and do a lot of weight lifting
to target those areas.”

t
97 s

102 st

109 st

1 0 0 A VE & 1 2 1 S T.

It’s like a scene out of Manhattan when couples
sit at these park benches and take in the river
valley and southern skyline view. “I didn’t know
this existed before I moved to Oliver,” she says.
“I just never came down here. It’s beautiful. All
summer, my fiancé and I came down here on
our bikes or to run stairs.”

Feb 24th - March 24th

Print Sampler
March 30th – May 4th

Relief Printing
February 4th - March 25th

Etching
March 19th – May 7th

March 7th & 8th

March 21st & 22nd
OFFICE

C o nfe d er a ti o n L o u n g e
Vi c t o ri a Pr o m en a d e

Silkscreen: All Things Fabric

Letterpress

VICTORI A PRO M EN A DE

1 0 0 6 5 1 0 0 S t.

January 29th - Feb 26th

Zine Workshop

104 ave

102 ave
J A S PER A VE

HO M E

W o r l d He a lt h

100 st

It’s where Japanese cuisine
meets French cooking, and
where Breanne finds her
favourite dish—a warm and
spicy tempura roll with crab,
avocado, salmon and tuna.
Aptly called Love Crunch, it’s
one reason the contemporary
room has become her and
fiancé Tanner’s favourite
date night spot. “Though I’d
totally order it alone.”

101 st

Breanne loves that she can
make a quick dash across
the street when dinners are
one ingredient short. “It’s so
great when you just need a
last minute thing like garlic.”
While she’s there, she can’t
resist Ezekial’s sprouted
grain bread and favourite
snack, salted Snapea Crisps.
“It’s like a chip made from a
pea. So it’s healthier.”

Japonais
Bi s tr o

Silkscreen: Poster Printing

The Hotel Macdonald might be turning 100 years
old next year, but this lifelong Edmontonian
didn’t discover its historic lounge until landing
her new job. “A colleague recommended it for
coffee and now I’m obsessed. It’s so gorgeous,
and I love that I can go there anytime for a
French vanilla and biscotti in an oversized chair.”

Non-Traditional Printmaking
With Blair Brennan

January 24th

MORE INFO AT SNAPARTISTS.COM

780.423.1492
10123 121 St., Edmonton, AB

THE (FOOD) LIST

Good, Fast
and Incredibly
Cheap
9 m e a l d e a l s yo u ’ l l
h a r d ly b e l ie v e

$4.75

J ennifer C o c kr a l l - K in g • T r a c y H yatt • O m a r M o ua l l e m

$4.00

$4.75

C h ee s e b u r g er

The Commodore
It might be a hole in the wall but
it’s not on your pocket. With
soups cheaper than cappuccinos
and omelettes and burger meals
for hardly more, the prices (and
not to mention its 1940s diner
setting) might fool you into thinking you’ve travelled back in time.
10712 Jasper Ave.

$5.50

Dal and Rice

Remedy Cafe
Blink and you’ll miss this Indian cuisine staple on the scrolling
menu. Dal makhani, or lentil stew,
seems simple until the richness of
a plethora of spices envelopes your
mouth. It arrives in a sizeable steel
bowl and equal side of spiced rice,
which you can mix if you’ve got sensitive tastebuds. And if you ask for
pita or naan, it’s yours at no charge.
10279 Jasper Ave., 10310 124 St.
and other locations.
$4.00

B a n h Mi

Van Loc
For pocket change, this Vietnamese
sandwich bar stuffs a crunchy baguette with saté chicken, shredded
pork or deli cuts and the essentials.
For banh mi newbies, that’s a spread
of fish sauce, shredded carrots and
cucumbers, fresh cilantro and hot
pepper rings. Five-dollar footlong?
Try $4. 10648 98 St.

Clockwise from top right: The Sequel Café’s chunky borscht; On The
Rocks’s $1 tacos; Van Loc’s bahn mi. Photos + styling: Vikki Wiercinski
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Bre a kfa s t

Baccarat Casino
It’s not breakfast at the Fairmont,
but shortcomings aside the Baccarat Casino has its riches. The food at
Café Paradice is filling and the service quick. And at $4, the weekday
breakfast of pancakes, eggs, toast and
hash browns, and ham and cheese
omelettes might just be the safest
bet you can place. Just ask the arena
construction workers who start their
day off with this no-frills breakfast.
10128 104 Ave.

Borscht

The Sequel Café
You’ll find the city’s best bowl of
borscht—and one of Edmonton’s
best Art Deco classic buildings—
kitty corner to Churchill Square.
The Sequel Café’s generously
sized, chunky red soup is spicy,
earthy and bright, and quenched
by a dollop of sour cream. It’s a
lunch-crowd favourite, along with
the other delicious soups du jour,
all of which come with a wedge
of multigrain loaf. Cash only, but
heck, it’s only $4.75. And that’s including GST. 10011 102 Ave.
$3.75

$4.00

$5.00

Lunches

Gabbana Fine Dining

This Asian-fusion restaurant serves
a heaping plateful of rice and breaded coconut lemon chicken that’s
sweet as heaven and cheap as hell.
Unbelievably, lunch costs even less
on Mondays and Tuesdays. Bombay
butter chicken, Szechuan beef rice
bowl, lemon chicken, green curry
shrimp, Chinatown barbecue pork,
Thai chicken—all $5. Take note, it fills
up quickly with staff from the nearby
General Hospital, so stake your claim
before 11:30 a.m. 11223 Jasper Ave.
$1.00

Tacos

On the Rocks
Once a week, a demographic slice
of Oliver packs this neighbourhood pub from 5 p.m. to close
for Taco Tuesdays. Order the
“Quattro,” an assortment
of hard shell, soft tortilla, ground beef or grilled
chicken tacos. The catch?
Guacamole or salsa are
also a buck apiece.
11740 Jasper Ave.

$3.50

S a n d wi c h e s

$6.19

Bi b i m b a p

Italian Bakery
For little more than bus fare, you’ll
get a freshly baked bun filled with
imported meats and cheeses of your
choosing at this popular Chinatown
bakery and deli. Peruse the assortment of fillings behind the glass
counter. When your number comes
up counter staff will slice your picks
right on the spot. Add another meat
for fifty cents and don’t forget to ask
for the roasted red pepper spread.
It’s deceptively simple, yet transcendent. 10646 97 St.
105 Food Store
Any number of downtown office
towers have convenience stores selling hot lunches, but none make it as
well as the Choy family in the Capitol
Building. It feels like an office potluck
when they start preparing it from
crockpots, rice cookers and Tupperware—indeed, the bibimbap (Korean
beef, sweet sticky rice and steamed
vegetables) are just like they make
it at home. Other daily specials
include minced beef rice, chicken
rice and a delectable chicken teriyaki. 10242 105 St.

$1.00

DECEMBER 18TH, 2014

4th Street Promenade’s

Customer Appreciation Day
Please visit us & enjoy the many special offers & activities for your holiday
festive season pleasure. We wish to say a collective “Thank You” to the
residents & visitors to our street for your year round support.
Blue Plate Diner . Blunt Salon . The Burg . Cavern . Credo Coffee .
Dauphine Bakery . deVine Wines & Spirits . Earth’s General Store .
Evoolution . Eye Care Group . GoGo’s Bistro & Lounge . The Helm
Clothing . High Grade Denim Gallery . JACEK Chocolate Couture .
Kelly’s Pub . Mercer Tavern . Tony the Tailor . Transcend Coffee .
Tzin Wine & Tapas . Workhall Boutique

FROM:
wamdevelopment.com

More information can be found at http://yep.it/4th-love
Without you, our valued customers, we would not be here!

FAL L 2016
MODER N R ENTA L HO M ES
1 , 2 AN D 3 B E D R O O MS & T O W N H O ME S
REG I ST E R N O W

HEN D R IXL IV IN G .C OM

EDGAR
development corp

THE DEVELOPER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE CHANGES AND MODIFICATIONS TO THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN. PHOTOGRAPHY, AND RENDERINGS ARE
REPRESENTATIONAL ONLY AND ARE NOT NECESSARILY ACCURATE, AND FINAL DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND FEATURES MAY DIFFER. FLOOR PLANS, LAYOUTS AND FINISHES
ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PLEASE CONTACT A DEVELOPER SALES REPRESENTATIVE FOR DETAILS. E. & O.E.
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DEC. 17
SENIORS’ CHRISTMAS LIGHTS
BUS TOUR
See the most spectacularly decorated
homes and meet your neighbours
along the way. The Edmonton
Seniors Centre offers this free
opportunity to experience the city’s
majestic sparkle in December.
Edmonton Seniors
Centre, 11111 Jasper Ave.,
edmontonseniorscentre.ca

AROUND
DOWNTOWN

COMP I L E D BY
Ly n d a Va n g
EVENTS @ theyardsyeg.ca

HOLIDAY
CHEER
DEC. 5
CAPITAL CITY BURLESQUE
You’ve never seen this side of Santa,
but don’t act like you didn’t want
to. The cheeky burlesque group
straddles the line between sex and
humour in this popular Christmas
show for the naughty, the nice
and everybody in between (18+).
Advance tickets are $20.
Roxy Theatre, 10708 124 St.,
theatrenetwork.ca
DEC. 11
DECL HOLIDAY MIXER
Downtown Edmonton Community
League members—dig up your most
hideous holiday sweaters
and meet your neighbours at this
annual party, with DJ Cardinal,
mulled wine, delicious appetizers,
desserts and cash bar. Must be
DECL member, or purchase a $5
membership at the door.
DECL, 10042 103 St., decl.org

DEC .12

MAKING
CONNECTIONS
DEC. 8 • JAN. 12 • FEB. 9
MAKE SOMETHING MONDAYS
Every second Monday of the month,
early risers come to this free event to
learn what Edmontonians are making.
Come to connect, leave inspired.
Or buy tickets to the special Make
Something concert, Sound, Light and
Motion, at the Winspear on Dec. 8.
Startup Edmonton, 10363 104 St.,
makesomethingedmonton.ca
DEC. 5 • JAN. 2 • FEB. 6
CREATIVE MORNINGS
From “freedom” to “chance,” 99
cities explore one theme every
first Friday of the month. A new
speaker at each event will spark
your creative curiosity. The
breakfast series is free, but you
must register online.
Startup Edmonton, 10363 104 St.,
creativemornings.com

JAN 24 • FEB. 21
FRUIT LOOP MINGLERS
Come out for a night of mixing,
mingling and dancing while supporting vital LGBT community
programming.
Yellowhead Brewery,
10229 105 St., facebook.com/
fruitloopedmonton

FEEL GOOD
DEC. 13
RAISING THE GOOD
The Local Good, a non-profit
promoting socially-responsible
lifestyle choices, presents this
unique fundraiser for your do-good
project. All you’ve got to do is tell a
story that moves people enough to
believe in your cause.
Boyle Street Community
League, 9538 103A Ave.,
thelocalgood.ca
JAN. 12
ROADS TO HEALING
Grieving the loss of a loved one?
The Edmonton Healing Centre
for Grief and Loss leads this small
group session to help.
Central Lions Seniors Centre,
11113 113 St., jfse.org

KNOW YOUR
NEIGHBOURS

FOOD BANK FUNDRAISER

Get an early start to Christmas—way early, starting at 5:30 am, when
Breakfast Television takes its show outdoors, and sells trees for a $10
(or more) donation. Churchill Square, edmontonsfoodbank.com

Q WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR CHRISTMAS?
Peace. Love. Harmony. But if someone twisted my arm, the new
Blackberry Passport.
Q WHERE ARE PROCEEDS GOING?
To the Edmonton Food Bank. It’s usually in the spotlight during the
T H E Y Aleading
R D S W up
INT
R 2014
toEChristmas,
but it’s in demand 365 days of the year.
1 0 months

FEB. 12
VALENTINE’S LUNCH
Edmonton Seniors Centre celebrates
senior sweethearts and sweeties with
its annual Valentine’s Day lunch. All
are welcome.
Edmonton Seniors
Centre, 11111 Jasper Ave.,
edmontonseniorscentre.ca
FEB. 25
ÉCOLE/ESCUELA GRANDIN OPEN
HOUSE
Is your child ready for kindergarten?
Visit the school at 7pm to meet the
teachers and see the classrooms
first-hand.
École/Escuela Grandin,
9844 110 St., grandin.ecsd.net

SEE & HEAR
DEC. 6
SNAP’S PRINT AFFAIR: PRETTY
PAPER
Don’t miss this all-in-one art
sale, silent auction and dance
party presented by the Society of
Northern Alberta Print-Artists.
SNAP Gallery, 10123 121 St.,
snapartists.com
JAN. 13 – 25
CHEERLEADER!
Peppier than a pep rally, the Fringe
hit by Human Loser is back with
all of the highschool drama, school
spirit and cheer you can handle.
Roxy Theatre, 10708 124 St.,
theatrenetwork.ca

BT CHRISTMAS TREE SHOW AND SALE

CO -HOST B R ID G ET RYAN
TEL L S US W HAT SHE L OVES
A BOUT THE HOL IDAYS .
Q WHAT’S YOUR FAVOURITE THING ABOUT
THE HOLIDAYS DOWNTOWN?
The lights. I love them. And I honestly
don’t think there’s a time I walk through
downtown in December, with snow on the
ground, and not sing “Silver Bells.”

DEC. 18
CUSTOMER APPRECIATION DAY
Find big savings and free
refreshments and snacks while you
shop along 4th Street Promenade.
104th Street, yep.it/4th-Love

DEC. 21 AND EVERY
SUNDAY STARTING JAN. 4
Ollie’s Treehouse
FAMILY AFFAIR

Children, caregivers and Oliver
community league members alike
love this weekly event. It’s more than
a free playgroup and potluck—it’s a
multi-generational meet up. Email
Mackenzie.Heather@gmail.com for
more details.
4-6pm, Oliver Community
League, facebook.com/
EdmontonOllieTreehouse

FEB. 13 – MAR. 28
STEPHEN G. MUELLER
The endurance performance artist
tweezered his entire beard, hair by
hair, and has the video installation
to prove it.
Latitude 53, 10248 106 St.,
latitude53.org
FEB. 16
PRINCE CHARLES SCHOOL
GUITAR AND FIDDLE GROUP
First Nations and Métis students
strum and stroke delightful sounds
in a free concert for all ages.
Stanley Milner Library, epl.ca

BUNDLE UP!
Dec. 31
New Year’s Eve Downtown
The 15th annual party includes
skating, live music, magicians and
hot chocolate, all before midnight’s
fireworks light up the night sky.
Churchill Square, Edmonton.ca
Jan. 29 – 31
Illuminate
For three days, downtown is home
to a light sculpture competition. It’s
not just street art, but an attempt to
reclaim downtown’s overlooked and
underused spaces.
Beaver Hills Park and the Alley
of Light on 104th St., eote.ca
Jan. 30
Parka Patio
The contemporary art gallery
transforms its party patio into an
arctic masterpiece, with drinks, DJs
and a silent art auction to keep the
non-profit 41-years strong.
Latitude 53, 10248 106 St.,
latitude53.org

THOUGHT
PROVOKING
DEC. 8
TOGETHER TRANSFORMING
COMMUNITIES
How can poeple transform
communities together? Find out
at this talk by American writer and
organizational behaviour expert
Margaret J. Wheatley.
Stanley Milner Library, epl.ca
DEC. 10
NIGHT OF...THE CITY
Urbanists won’t want to miss
this forum of experts debating
the question: What is a city and
what is its future? They’ll explore
this from the perspective of
urban planning, development,
architecture and art. It’s in
conjunction with Suburbia: A
Model Life, an exhibition opening
that weekend, featuring images
from across the continent that
idealized the aesthetics of an era
that defined cities for generations.
Art Gallery of Alberta,
youraga.ca

JAN. 28 – 30

INTERNATIONAL EVENT

WINTER CITIES SHAKEUP

Edmonton hosts delegates and speakers from as far as Finland
and Japan during this international conference shaking up our
Shaw Conference Centre,
concept of life in a Northern city.
wintercitiesconference.com
Win ter City St r at e gy
coord in ator Susan
Hold s wort h e x plains
th e attitu de o f living
at a h igh lat it ude .
Q What makes a good
winter city?
It’s many things but, essentially, one where
there’s a high quality of life year-round,
where the streets and public spaces are designed to be comfortable
and vibrant in winter, embrace active transportation modes, like
cycling or skiing, and have multitude ways to get together and
enjoy the warmth of the season.
Q Are there advantages?
Darkness is a beautiful backdrop for creative lighting. No
 rthern cities
offermore ways to have fun and different recreational opportunities,
like tobogganing, skiing and skating. Their fashion and businesses are
more diverse in order to support wintertime.
Q Are the people different?
Some people also say that northern people are heartier and more
resilient, and make for funnier comedians. And when you look at the
studies on happiness, many of the top ranking countries are northern
places. Coincidence? We don’t think so.
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Lusty
Young
Giant

OMA R MOUALL E M
omar @ theyardsyeg.ca
I LLUSTR AT IOn BY ST U DIO TIPI

A b i o g r a p h y o f d o wnt o wn
Sh o r t l y a f t er t he C N T o w er w a s
c o m p le t ed i n 1 9 6 6 , t he C i t y o f
E dm o n t o n ’ s p l a n n i n g de p a r t me n t
p r o duced a f a c t s hee t w i t h a n
illu s t r a t ed t imeli n e deP I C T I NG
a ll a devel o p er n eeded t o k n o w
a b o u t t he G a t e w a y t o t he N o r t h
The fi n Al mile s t o n e i n cluded a
U TOP I C dr a w i n g o f E dm o n t o n ’ s
d o w n t o w n s k y li n e — W I T H w h a t
w a s , f o r a brief t ime , We s t er n
C a n a d a ’ s t a lle s t s k y s cr a p er a t
i t s ce n t re . B el o w i t , t hi s c a p t i o n :
“ M o der n E dm o n t o n , a lu s t y y Ou n g
g i a n t a n d t he ke y me t R o p o li s i n
C a n a d a’ s n e x t 1 0 0 y e a r s . ”
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Ironically, it was around this time Downtown started becoming anything but vigorous. A giant, maybe, but a lethargic one that slept for
16 hours a day. By the 1970s, it was in bad health, sick from suburban
flight, uni-functionalism, insular buildings and pedways that robbed
the streets of life and history. Its nervous system flowed with cars and
its heart beat ever slower. How did this happen during Edmonton’s
most prosperous time?
The image of a lifeless city centre is unrecognizable to many who
live there today. The core is in recovery mode, largely thanks to a reverse exodus of people who’ve made Downtown and neighbouring Oliver two of Edmonton’s fastest growing neighbourhoods. Many, if not
most of them, are too young to remember the dark days, or are new to
the city. Had they been here 50 years ago, there is something they’d
recognize right away: a mind-boggling construction boom.
Once again there are more cranes in the Downtown skyline than you
can count in one gaze. What will the end result be? The changes are
happening so fast that it’s hard to predict, but if we understand the
past we can help shape the future.

‘Nowhere a More Buoyant People’

One-hundred and twenty years ago, Edmonton’s most prominent feature wasn’t buildings, cars or people. It was trees. The governor general’s wife described the city after her 1894 visit as “Pretty scenery with
plenty of timber, very different from the dreary prairies.” Three years
later the Klondike rush arrived and Downtown’s quaint character gave
way to a real estate boom.
The rail yards and station built by Canadian Northern Railway, along
what’s now 104 Avenue, opened in 1905 and accelerated development.
While the province’s first newspaper owned by politician Frank Oliver (namesake for the Oliver neighbourhood) called for expelling the
Cree, Eastern Canadian and European families arrived to Jasper Avenue with freights of livestock and heads full of dreams. “There could
be nowhere a more hopeful or buoyant people than the Edmontonese,”
wrote The National Monthly of Canada. “They look upon themselves as
being the makers of a city that will surpass Winnipeg in time.”
Others insisted it was the next Chicago, but Downtown was still
a playful infant. “On Saturdays,” writes Tony Cashman in When Edmonton Was Young, “a popular form of relaxation was jumping fully-dressed into the horse trough at Jasper Avenue and 95 Street … a
grand spectator sport for kids of the neighbourhood.”
Soon Downtown had six theatres, the dome-topped Alberta Legislature dwarfed the riverbank’s old fort and the McLeod and Tegler towers cast shadows on the surrounding shops. Those who’d spent a few
hundred dollars on Jasper Avenue properties flipped them for hundreds of thousands.
But it was pure luck. The First World War stoppered immigration,
the bubble burst and Downtown’s dreams were put on hold.

‘Marred By That Unsightly Block’

Despite the Great Depression, Downtown was determined to become
something befitting of the city’s capital status. There was little money,
just ideas. The local government bought up cheap land surrounding
CN’s new station, slated for completion in 1928, hoping to construct
an attractive civic centre that would impress newcomers the moment
they stepped off the train.
Complete with a natural history museum and standalone art gallery, you could call it Downtown’s first revitalization project. Like the
forthcoming arena district, it dragged on for years—decades even—
due to its costs and lack of government support.
In 1943, JW Sherwin, an academic and writer, explained his impa-

spoke out were laughed down
by boosters, such as in this 1965
Edmonton Journal editorial: “A
modest stroll through the business section of the infant city
just before the 1914-18 war would
have been enough to send the
architectural purists to the sidewalk of that latest wonder, the
High Level Bridge—with thoughts
of jumping off.”

Going Big

tience in a letter to the mayor, recounting King George VI and his
Royal Family’s recent visit: “I was
one of the thousands who stood or
was crowded in front of the Macdonald Hotel on that memorable
and now almost historical night.
… I have often tried to visualize
since, what their impression was
when they smilingly looked down
and waved their hands to that enthusiastic audience, almost one
of their last appearances, and the
whole scene marred in its background by that unsightly block
of antiquated frame shack stores
and their backyards.”
Then, in February 1947, Leduc
No. 1 filled 41 barrels of oil in its
first 60 minutes. Three months
later, Edmonton’s planning commission presented a renewed civic centre plan even grander than
the first. A plebiscite for the plan
was held in 1950. But the public
rejected it.
Perhaps Edmontonians were
busy cashing in on a modern
dream. As Linda Goyette put it
in Edmonton: In Our Own Words,

“Young developers became millionaires because they supplied
a treasure more valuable to families than all the black gold in Alberta: an affordable home.”
Downtown hardly needed a
boost from the public coffers
anyway. Modernist masterpieces, such as the AGT Building, Toronto Dominion Bank and Centennial Plaza, blossomed from
those former shacks and yards.
In time, a new city hall, library
and art gallery would bring the
civic centre to near completion,
while CN planned a new station
inside its striped marble-clad
tower. Also in the works was
North America first light-rail
transit system, intended to connect the city’s growing extremities—suburbs and subdivisions—
to its heart. Out went the ground,
up went the cranes.
There were few critics of
Downtown’s “new look,” as it
was called, perhaps because fewer lived there. It became less a
neighbourhood than a public
works project, and those who

In July 1972, as throngs of people
in dapper hats, corsets and furs
crowded Jasper Avenue for the
Klondike Day Parade, a wrecking ball smashed through the
neo-classical courthouse a block
away. Parts of its exterior went
to the provincial museum for exhibition. That was the boomtown
mentality. Sixty-year-old sandstone: artifact.
The iconic courthouse, Victorian post office and King Edward
Hotel—all razed for glassy and concrete offices of an inhuman scale
and parking lots to support them.
The few planned social spaces were
insular and threatened to vacuum
what little street life remained,
culminating in the half-baked
Omniplex proposal—an all-in-one
football stadium, hockey rink and
convention centre.
“Going big ” had serious consequences to the feeling of being in
Downtown. For one, it resulted
in a rush of the hideous concrete
residential and office towers that
still define it today. Meanwhile,
the commercial buildings, connected by pedways, turned their
backs to the streets, repelling
rather than encouraging life in
public spaces. As well, zoning
changes that attempted to increase density increased land
values, so property owners were
more inclined to sit on their
parking lots waiting for investment that never came.
It wasn’t just the residential
potential that was grim. The Hotel Macdonald was falling into
disrepair and other surrounding
businesses were shuttering or
moving to malls in droves. More
would follow when West Edmonton Mall opened in 1983, awakening residents to the core’s undeniable lameness. Until then nothing
could crush the boosterism.
Leading up to the 1978 Commonwealth Games, Mayor Cec

Purves announced, “We won’t
be mistaken for a dot on the map
any longer.”

Throwing Things
at a Wall

For a while it felt that way. The
games, the Oilers, SCTV and the
planet’s largest mall attracted
unlikely attention to Edmonton
and its core.
On assignment with the New
York Times magazine in 1985,
Mordecai Richler observed about
Wayne Gretzky’s home: “There
is hardly a tree to be seen downtown, nothing to delight the eye
on Jasper Avenue. On 30-below-zero nights, grim religious
zealots loom on street corners,
speaking in tongues, and intrepid hookers in miniskirts rap on
the windows of cars that have
stopped for traffic.”
It wasn’t without warning.
In a 1979 civic report, architect
R.L. Wilkin said that Downtown
had become uni-functional as
an area devoted to the service
sector. “The future of downtown Edmonton as a substantial
residential area does not at this
point look bright.”
Despite his sobering words,
attempts to revitalize it focused
on megaprojects, including a
$100 million plan that included a
“world-class” concert hall, a renovated Chinatown, an outdoor
mall dubbed the “Towne Market,”
a theme park and fantasy fair. Indeed, it was a fantasy, one quickly halted by economic recession,
high mortgage rates and austerity
programs. However one was realized, the mall now known as
City Centre. The private-public partnership cost nearly the
same as the new arena and was
contracted to the billionaire
family behind West Edmonton
Mall. It was supposed to help
Downtown recover from their
very creation. The proposal was
repeatedly watered down and
never met expectations.
Despite the addition of beautifying new streetlights and meridian globes few would walk the
area after work. “Have you ever
gone for a walk in downtown Edmonton at night?” asked Olive
Elliot in a Journal column. “The
city is transformed by shadows
and light and takes on a
new, moody beauty that is
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never suggested by day. Unfortunately, many Edmontonians
know nothing of such experiences because they have grown to
fear the streets at night. Stories
of robbery and rape, assault and
harassment seem to fill the news
pages and the impression of mean
streets sinks deeper into public
consciousness.” But more than
anything, there just wasn’t much
there to do.
That was less true in nearby
Oliver, which saw a budding community of students, gays and seniors, drawn by cheap rent, who
patronized what few bars and cafes existed. It seems obvious now
that the difference between east
and west Downtown was residences, but it would take another
decade to draw that conclusion.
An opportunity to correct mistakes arose after CN finished
dismantling the rail yards in the
1990s. The city planned a dense
community of walkups and townhouses that would essentially extend Oliver northward. Instead,
“market forces” overturned the
idea and 104 Avenue took on a
suburban form with traffic planning so pedestrian-unfriendly
that one city councillor even ar-
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gued for buffers keeping unwanted pedestrians from slowing her
commute. None were needed; the
strip malls were barriers enough,
further dividing residents of
Downtown and Oliver from surrounding neighbourhoods.

Downtown is
for People

And then, in 1997, an epiphany:
Instead of trying to attract people to Downtown, what if people
lived there?
At the moment there were
about 5,100 residents in Downtown proper—fewer than there
were five years earlier. City Council approved a $30 million Capital City Plan that focused not on
commerce, but on homes. There
were some beautification ideas
to attract residential developers,
first on the 104th Street Promenade, but the golden ticket was a
generous grant program that the
city hoped would nearly double
Downtown dwellers to 10,000.
It’s since exceeded that by over
3,000. Oliver’s population also ballooned, and now counts 20,000
residents. With the number of
Downtown residential condos and
apartments under development, it’s

safe to say the two regions will be
home to nearly 40,000 Edmontonians by 2020. Surrounding Central
Edmonton neighbourhoods—McCauley, Boyle, Central McDougall
and Queen Mary Park—haven’t
seen as much growth but are on
their way with various infill. And
only 20 years later, the City has acknowledged its mistakes with the
former rail yards and is attempting
to undo the barrier by re-imagining
104 Avenue as a pedestrian-friendly, mixed-use corridor.
Yet when we talk about Downtown’s revival, the focus tends
to be on the new cafes and boutiques, the megaprojects, the
hotels, the cranes, the holes—
instead of the people. Certainly, the commercial upswing has
made Downtown noteworthy
again, but without those thousands of urban pioneers none of
it would have happened.
According to the 2014 census,
about 40 per cent of new Oliver
and Downtown dwellers arrived
from outside Edmonton. They’ve
helped renew the optimism, projecting upon Downtown their
idea of what a capital city should
look and feel like. But a city with
our in-migration—one of the

fastest in Canada—grapples with
a lacking sense of history. In its
third quest to becoming “worldclass,” Downtown must learn
from its mistakes.
As far as it has come, Downtown
still lacks the vitality of most
other cities of 1 million. Will the
current boom spread its successes—the reinvigorated Warehouse
District, Jasper Avenue and 124
Street—to the rest of the core
and Edmonton’s other straggling
promenades? Or might it do the
opposite, drive people out who
can’t bear the construction or afford to live there anymore?
The focuses on infill, higher
density, appealing architecture,
entertainment and walkability
are a step in the right direction—
though they shouldn’t come at
the risk of historic erasure, class
exclusion or street life. And we
must acknowledge the obvious: The second oil boom enabled Downtown’s renaissance
as much as the urban pioneers
have. It’s offered us the chance
to build it right this time, but we
can’t know for how long it will
last. If and when the well runs
dry, what will keep up Downtown’s momentum?
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centrally located in the historically rich Birks Building where we are only
one step to you and the pulse of the city.
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ental illness is not a
crime. Not a moral failing. Not the result of
weak character, cowardice or lazy streak. Not a teary fiction
foisted upon society by sissy liberals.
That’s why I’ve made mental illness my city councillor initiative, and
its first proposal is a managed alcohol
facility for chronic street alcoholics.
The idea is harm reduction. So you
provide a home for these people, with
all the professional supports you’d
find in other facilities, and a drink every hour or so.
What does alcohol have to do with
mental illness? Clinical research reveals an alcoholic brain is wired differently. Sober, it does not provide
enough of the happy or calming chemicals that the “normal” brain gives
to protect and uplift people from a
challenging life. Thus, the alcoholic
drinks to feel better. Unfortunately,

Alberta’s leading
contemporary art centre.
10242 106 Street
www.latitude53.org
Until January 17:
Jing Yuan Huang
Madhi Neamah
January 31:
The Parka Patio

the use of alcohol, a depressant, unleashes a downward spiral of lonely,
obsessive self-medicating. There
might be a genetic component, but
research now points to trauma or
neglect in childhood as a cause of
skewed brain development.
I grew up in an alcoholic’s home.
My dad was the sweetest man, with
underlying depression and anxiety
issues he “treated” with alcohol.
His descent and then resurrection
through Alcoholics Anonymous
is the greatest story I know, but it
doesn’t work for everyone. There’s a
need for something different.
Alcoholics come from all over the
spectrum. But alcoholism’s precursor—a traumatic, abusive or neglectful childhood—is more common with
generational poverty. Canada’s residential school system introduced neglect, trauma and abuse into aboriginal communities, whose descendants
remain infected with these shameful,
trickle-down effects.

Imagine a child living in squalor,
whose parents are neglectful and abusive. Imagine that child crying on his
walk to school, hungry and unwashed.
Now imagine that child 20 or 30
years later, staggering drunk and dirty,
in front of the Stanley Milner Library.
What is our reaction?
Sadness and empathy? Or sanctimony, and disgust?
We can do better by these damaged,
vulnerable street alcoholics, whose
lives are third world at best. Our fellow
citizens need our help.
I’m not a bleeding heart. I believe
in personal responsibility and citizenship. So in my vision of an Edmonton
facility, residents will not be able to
drink outside of it, or cause any sort of
crime or disorder.
Managed alcohol facilities exist in
other cities across Canada. The best
of them make significant and positive
impacts on the lives of their residents,
as well as the downtown community.
Make no mistake—street alcoholics

live horrific lives. They are often desperate enough to drink hand sanitizer
or alcohol-laced cleaning products.
If they can get a bottle of booze, they
might drink it as fast as possible, so as
to not have it stolen or seized by police. So they pass out on public streets.
Paramedics are called.
Often, they’re taken to an emergency room and may stay in the hospital for a few days. According to the
Edmonton Homeless Commission,
one chronic street alcoholic can cost
the system $100,000 a year. We can
do better. We can save money, free
up police and paramedics for other
priorities. We can remove much of
the social disorder from our streets.
We can protect vulnerable men and
women, who were once sad little boys
and girls, from pathetic lives of misery.
Scott McKeen (@scottmckeen) is a veteran
reporter and rookie councillor for Ward 6.
In each issue, Inner Voices features the
opinion of a central Edmonton resident.
Email queries to editor@theyardsyeg.ca.

February 13–March 28

Stephen
G. A. Mueller
Starting Over
Over a 55-hour period, Ontariobased artist Stephen Mueller
removed each beard hair from his
face with a pair of surgical tweezers,
placing them into an isopropanolfilled specimen jar, and recording
time-lapse video.
A typewritten label inside the jar
reads: “I’m sorry. I wasn’t there for
you”.
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Alongside Edmonton’s Holly de
Moissac in the ProjEx Room.

THE
URBANIST

Look Both Ways

c r o s swa l k d e s i g n v s. DATA
T I M Q U E R E N G E SS E R

A

sk the employees of Earls Tin Palace and they’ll tell you the
crosswalk connecting Jasper Avenue and 119 Street is dangerous. Though it bridges the restaurant, a Starbucks and other
amenities in the city’s two densest communities, Jasper, the
city’s signature avenue, is also a main transportation corridor. About 1,200
cars, busses and motorcycles tear through it each hour—about 30,000 vehicles per day. Despite that, the crosswalk is poorly lit and uncontrolled.
For more than five years, Oliver Community League representatives and
former Ward 6 councillor, Jane Batty, voiced concerns about the crosswalk
with the City of Edmonton. Then, in 2012, crosswalk safety guidelines,
defined not by the City but by the Transportation Association of Canada,
were updated for the first time since 1998. As a result, City engineers re-examined all crosswalks for compliance, including the one at 119 St. Based on
its proximity to light-controlled intersections, the number of vehicles and
pedestrians and the larger-than-standard signage, Edmonton’s director of
transportation engineering Craig Walbaum concluded that it was safe.
Yet last July, just before 9 p.m., a 19-year-old Earls employee stepped
into the crosswalk and was struck by a black Nissan Altima. She was critically injured, later slipping into a coma, but survived.
A report to council on crosswalk safety from the City’s Transportation
Department was already in the works, but the public response prompted
Mayor Don Iveson to push for more. “Any time someone is seriously injured and there’s repeated incidents, repeated calls from the community
league, from the public, then I think it merits a second look,” Iveson told
the Edmonton Journal. When CBC later polled people about the most dangerous intersections in the city, five of the 22 intersections highlighted
were along an 11-block stretch of west Jasper Ave., including, of course, the
119 St. intersection.
All the crosswalks along the Jasper Ave. corridor are now under review,
Walbaum told me last August. His department is also trying to pinpoint
where the highest use of pedestrian traffic is today, with an eye on future
residential hubs like the Pearl. There might be upgrades of existing crosswalks, he said, or even relocated or combined crosswalks.
I walk along Jasper Ave. daily and have nearly been hit while crossing it
at the 110 St. intersection, which is controlled with a dedicated stoplight.
Moving at the 50-kilometre speed limit, I’d have 45 per-cent chance at survival had the minivan hit me, according to the City’s statistics.
At the moment, the City’s main source of feedback on crosswalks is complaints. But, Walbaum told me, the city already struggles to manage the
volume of crosswalk safety complaints that it receives. “We’re on track to
have about 1,000 inquiries [this year],” he said. The majority are pedestrian
concerns, requesting for more reviews and even more crosswalks.
Despite the clear public demand for improved safety, there are no public
meetings about Jasper’s crosswalks planned. That’s the issue.
During our conversation, Walbaum and I mostly disagreed on our views
of street design. To Walbaum, the crosswalk where I had my close call is a
gem. After all, it has the highest level of control possible: a red light. But to
a driver, that red light still exists along Jasper, a road with six lanes, whose
very design suggests it is a space exclusively for speed. To a walker, crossing
a thoroughfare of that size, where vehicles regularly exceed the 50-km-perhour limit, can be a nerve-racking experience, light or no light.
We’ve seen the differences road design makes nearby on Capital Boulevard, thanks to sloped sidewalk curbs and other speed-calming features.
Moving a crosswalk here, adding a light there isn’t enough. We should
place pedestrians on equal terms with cars—by rethinking the design of
Jasper Ave. itself.
Tim Querengesser is president of The Edmonton Wayfinding Society. He has
written for Atlantic Cities, The Globe and Mail and Alberta Views.
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owntown is a fascinating menagerie of sights. It inspires me to wander its streets seeking
out serendipitous moments with my camera, such as this one that I captured last spring.
The basset hound’s droopy and curious face drew me in while its owner was waiting for the
light at the southwest corner of Churchill Square. The man briefly looked back at me as I was
composing the shot, which completed the picture. He then turned to cross the street, but not before the
moment provoked the couple waiting at the light to snap their own photo of the dog. Sometimes it takes
very little to make us appreciate the intrigue of our city.
Tyler Biard is an Edmonton street photographer whose work has been featured in
The Guardian. He publishes his photos at citiesandcitizens.tumblr.com.
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